[High-amplitude auditory evoked potentials as a function of the intensity of stimulation. Relation to dopaminergic metabolism].
Relationships between augmenting/reducing (aug/red) in auditory modality and dopaminergic metabolism were investigated in young normal adults. Auditory evoked potentials (AEP) to tones (750 Hz, 200 msec) varying from 50 to 80 sB SPL were recorded at Cz and Fz sites. Individual differences in dopaminergic metabolism were estimated by assaying homovanillic acid levels in urines (u-HVA). The slopes values of P1, N1 and P2 amplitude changes with increasing stimulus intensities were used to evaluate the relationships between aug/red and u-HVA levels. The results of this study showed significant negative correlations between the aug/red of the N1 component recorded at Fz site and the u-HVA concentrations: the higher the aug/red slopes (augmenting tendency), the lower the u-HVA levels. In fact, the main result was that this finding was in accordance with previous ones relating aug/red to HVA when assayed in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Our data also showed that in further studies on auditory aug/red, the interest should be focused on the N1 component at Fz site.